Abstract. In this article we show that the Czech mathematician Václav Simerka discovered the factoriation of 1 9
This idea for factoring integers was later rediscovered by Daniel Shanks in the 1970s; subsequent work on this idea led Shanks to introduce the notion of infrastructure, which has played a major role in algorithmic number theory since then. In [19] ,Šimerka explains Gauss's theory of composition using the language from Legendre's Théorie des Nombres. The rest of his article [19] is dedicated to the calculation of the order of a quadratic form in the class group, and an application to factoring integers.
In this article we will reviewŠimerka's work and explain some of his calculations so that the readers may convince themselves that [19] contains profound ideas and important results.
A Short Biography
VáclavŠimerka was born on Dec. 20, 1819, in Hochwesseln (Vysokém Veselí). He studied philosphy and theology in Königgrätz, was ordained in 1845 and worked as a chaplain inŽlunice near Jičín. He started studying mathematics and physics in 1852 and became a teacher at the gymnasium of Budweis. He did not get a permanent appointment there, and in 1862 became priest in Jenšovice near Vusoké Mýto. Today,Šimerka is remembered for his textbook on algebra (1863); its appendix contained an introduction to calculus and is the first Czech textbook on calculus. Simerka died in Praskačka near Königgrätz (Praskačce u Hradce Králové) on Dec. 26, 1887.
Simerka's contributions to the theory of factoring have not been noticed at all, and his name does not occur in any history of number theory except Dickson's: see [4, II, p. 196 ] for a reference toŠimerka's article [22] , which deals with the diophantine problem of rational triangles. In [4, III, p . 67], Dickson even refers to [19] in connection with the composition of binary quadratic forms.
In [20] ,Šimerka gave a detailed presentation of a large part of Legendre's work on sums of three squares. In [23] ,Šimerka proved that 7·2
14 +1 | F 12 and 5·2 25 +1 | F 23 (these factors had just been obtained by Pervouchin), where F n denotes the n-th Fermat number. In [24] ,Šimerka listed the Carmichael numbers [25] n = 561, 1105, 1729, 2465, 2821, 6601, 8911 long before Korselt [11] gave criteria hinting at their existence and Carmichael [2] gave what was believed to be the first example. All ofŠimerka's examples are products of three prime factors, and there are no others below 10 000.
For more onŠimerka, see [3, 10, 13] .
TheŠimerka Map
Let us now presentŠimerka's ideas from [19] in a modern form. At the end of this section, we will explainŠimerka's language. Let Q be a positive definite binary quadratic form with discriminant ∆. If Q primitively represents a (necessarily positive) integer a, then Q is equivalent to a unique form (a, B, C) with −a < B ≤ a.
denote the prime factorization of a. For each prime p j | a, fix an integer −p j < b j ≤ p j with B ≡ b j mod p j and set
Thus if a = Q(x, y), then we can defině
Example. The principal form Q 0 = (1, 0, 5) with discriminant −20 represents the following values: The ideal theoretic interpretation of theŠimerka map is the following: there is a correspondence between binary quadratic forms Q with discriminant ∆ < 0 and ideals a(Q) in a suitable order of the quadratic number field Q( √ ∆ ). Equivalent forms correspond to equivalent ideals, and integers a represented by Q, say Q(x, y) = a, correspond to norms of elements αa(Q) via a = N α/N a(Q). Integers represented primitively by Q are characterized by the fact that α ∈ a(Q) is not divisible by a rational prime number. If we fix prime ideals p j = a(Q j ) by a(Q j ) for Q j = (p j , B j , C) with 0 ≤ B j ≤ p j and formally set p
Assume that a = p 1 · · · p r , and that Q = (a, B, C). Then
by definition ofš.
We start by showing that the value set ofš is closed with respect to inversion. To this end we use the notation (A, B, C) −1 = (A, −B, C). Then it follows right from the definition ofš that ifš(a, Q) = r, thenš(a, Q −1 ) = r −1 . Now we claim Lemma 2.1. Let ∆ be a fundamental discriminant. Assume that Q 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) = a 1 and Q 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) = a 2 , and that
, where a 1 = p 1 · · · p r and a 2 = q 1 · · · q s are the prime factorizations of a 1 and a 2 , we see that it is sufficient to prove the result for prime values of a 1 and a 2 . There are several cases:
(
2 ) with p = q: for composing these forms using Dirichlet's method, we choose an integer b satisfying the congruences b ≡ b 1 mod 2p, and b ≡ b 2 mod 2q.
, and we find Proof. It remains to show that if Q represents a and b, then it represents ab in such a way thatš(ab, Q 0 ) =š(a, Q 0 )š(b, Q 0 ). Again we can reduce this to the case of prime values of a and b, and in this case the claim follows from the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Assume that a is represented properly by Q, and that a ′ is represented properly by
Proof. Since equivalent forms represent the same integers it is sufficient to show that if a form Q properly represents numbers a and b, thenš(a, Q) ≡š(b, Q) mod R. Assume that Q = (A, B, C), and setš(a, Q) = r andš(b, Q) = s. If a and b are coprime, thenš(ab, Q 0 ) = r · s −1 ∈ R, where Q 0 is the composition of Q and Q −1 . This implies the claim.
If a and b have a factor in common, then there is an integer c such that n = ab/c 2 is represented by Q 0 in such a way thatš(n, Q 0 ) = r ·s −1 ∈ R, and the claim follows as above.
These propositions show thatš induces a homomorphism
from the class group Cl(∆) to Q × /R, which we will also denote byš, and which will be called theŠimerka map.
Theorem 2.4. Let ∆ < 0 be a fundamental discriminant. Then theŠimerka map is an injective homomorphism of abelian groups.
Proof. We have to show thatš is injective. To this end, let [Q] denote a class with a =š(Q) ∈ R. Then there is a form
is a form equivalent to Q withš(Q 1 ) = 1. This in turn implies that Q 1 represents 1, hence is equivalent to the principal form by the classical theory of binary quadratic forms. Š imerka's idea is to use a set of small prime numbers S = {p 1 , . . . , p r } which are smaller than −∆/3 (and a subset of these if |∆| is large), find integers a j primitively represented by Q whose prime factors are all in S, and using linear combinations to find a relation in R, which gives him an integer h such that Q h ∼ 1. It is then easy to determine the exact order of Q.
Simerka's Language.Šimerka denotes binary quadratic forms Ax 2 + Bxy + Cy 2 by (A, B, C) and considers forms with even as well as with odd middle coefficients. The principal form with discriminant ∆ is called an end form 2 (Endform, Schlussform), and ambiguous 3 forms are called middle forms (Mittelformen).
2 Computing the powers of a form Q, one finds Q, Q 2 , . . . , Q h ∼ Q 0 before everything repeats.
The last form in such a "period" of reduced forms is thus always the principal form. 3 The word ambiguous was coined by Poullet-Deslisle in the French translation of Gauss's Disquisitiones Arithmeticae; it became popular after Kummer had used it in his work on higher reciprocity laws.Šimerka knew Legendre's "diviseurs quadratiques bifides" as well as Gauss's "forma anceps".
The subgroup generated by a form Q is called its period, the exponent of a form Q in the class group is called the length of its period.Šimerka represents a form f = (A, B, C) by a small prime number p represented by f ; the powers One of the tricks he used over and over again is the following:
3.Šimerka's Calculations
In this section we will reconstruct a few ofŠimerka's calculations of (factors of) class numbers and factorizations. ∆ = −10079.Šimerka first considers a simple example (see [19, p. 58] ): he picks a discriminant ∆ for which ∆ + 1 is divisibly by 2, 3, 5 and 7, namely ∆ = −10079. Consider the form Q = (5, 1, 504) with discriminant ∆. The small powers of Q provide us with the following factorizations:
Now 7 =š(R) for R = (7, 1, 360): this is easily deduced from
4 This word is apparently borrowed from the book [6] on combinatorial analysis by Andreas von Ettinghausen, professor of mathematics at the University of Vienna. Ettinghausen used the word "Zeiger" (see [6, p. 2] ) as the German translation of the Latin word "index".Šimerka refers to [6] Simerka chooses the discriminant ∆ = −121271; in the course of the calculation it becomes clear that ∆ = 99 2 − 2 17 , and quite likely the discriminant was constructed in this way. This is supported byŠimerka's remark on [19, p. 64 
2 is a (positive) determinant and if a is odd, then the exponent of the form (a, 2b, a m−1 ) is divisible by m, as can be seen from the "period"
Observe that this statement only holds under the additional assumption that these forms be reduced, i.e., that 0 < 2b ≤ a. 6 For large determinants, or in cases where the preceding method is not successful, we take the indices of some small primes as unknowns, eliminates those numbers from the products of the determination equations, and seeks to represent these unknown indices by the other primes in these determination equations.
Note that ifš(Q
, and in such cases we have listed only the relation that does not involve a power of 2.
The computation of Q 
Using the relationsš
This allows him to eliminate the 7s from his relations, which giveš
For the actual computation of the order of Q 3 , only the relation (3.1) will be needed.
Simerka also investigates the powers of Q 3 and finds n Q 3 ) ≡ 7 · 11, from which he derives the following relations: are not principal then shows that Q 3 has order h = 525 = 3 · 5 2 · 7. In fact, pari tells us that this is the class number of ∆ = −121271.
Class Number Calculations
Let us remark first thatŠimerka does not compute class numbers but rather the order of a given form in the class group. Note that this is sufficient for factoring the discriminant.Šimerka is well aware of the fact that his method only produces divisors of the class number: in [19, art. 13] Since the pointers of all small primes are known, this is only a little additional work. The fact that the class number is odd then implies that −∆ = 121271 is a prime. ∆ = −4 · 265371653. Consider the forms Q 3 = (3, 2, 88457218), Q 11 = (11, 10, 24124698), and Q 13 = (13, 10, 20413206).
Using a computer it is easily checked that Q 3 ∼ Q It is then easily checked that Q 3 and Q 11 have exponent 14862 in the class group, whereas Q 13 is a sixth power and has order 2477. A quick calculation with pari reveals that h(∆) = 14862.
Simerka must have proceeded differently, as he records the relations To illustrate this idea we present an example that cannot be found inŠimerka's article. Let ∆ = −32137459 and consider the form Q = (5, 1, 1606873) with discriminant ∆. It is quickly seen that Q 26 (1, 0) = 11 2 . This observation immediately leads to a factorization of ∆: the form Q 26 represents 11 2 , hence Q 13 represents 11, as does Q 11 = (11, 3, 730397) . Thus (Q 13 R −1 ) 2 represents 1, which implies that Q 13 R −1 is ambiguous (see [19, S. 36] ). In fact, Q 13 R −1 = (1511, 1511, 5695), which gives the factorization ∆ = −1511 · 21269.
Shanks
The factorization method based on the class group of binary quadratic forms was rediscovered by Shanks [18] , who, however, used a completely different method for computing the class group: he estimated the class number h using truncated Dirichlet L-series and the found the correct value of h with his baby step -giant step method. Attempts of speeding up the algorithm led, within just a few years, to Shanks's discovery of the infrastructure and his square form factorization method SQUFOF.
The factorization method described byŠimerka was rediscovered by Schnorr [15] ; theŠimerka map is defined in [ Simerka's method is superior to Schnorr's for calculations by hand since it allows him to use the factorizations of Q(0, 1) and Q(1, ±1). The main difference between the two methods is thatŠimerka factors the forms Q n p for small prime numbers p and small exponents n, whereas Schnorr factors products Q n1 1 · · · Q nr r of forms Q j = (p j , * , * ) for primes in his factor based and exponent vectors (n 1 , . . . , n r ) chosen at random.
Simerka's question in Section 4 concerning the number of primes p such that the forms (p, B, C) generate the class group was answered under the assumption of the Extended Riemann Hypothesis by Schoof [16, Cor. 6.2] , who showed that the first c log 2 |∆| prime numbers suffice; Bach [1] showed that, for fundamental discriminants ∆, we can take c = 6.
The basic idea of combining relations, which is also used in factorization methods based on continued fractions, quadratic sieves or the number field sieve, is not due toŠimerka but rather occurs already in the work of Fermat and played a role in his challenge to the English mathematicians, notably Wallis and Brouncker. In this challenge, Fermat explained that if one adds to the cube 343 = 7 3 all its proper divisors, then the sum 1 + 7 + 7 2 + 7 3 = 400 = 20 2 is a square, and asked for another cube with this property.
Fermat's solution is best explained by studying a simpler problem first, namely that of finding a number n with σ(n 2 ) = m 2 , where σ(n) = d|n 1 is the sum of all divisors of a number. Making a table of σ(p) for small prime powers p one observes that σ(2 4 ) = σ(5 2 ) = 31, hence σ(20 2 ) = 31 2 .
